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He wrote his book on Mundane Astrology in reaction to the failure of astrologers to forecast WWII. In , astrologers in
London knew there was a full-scale war on in China, they knew the situation with Germany was tense, but they had
studied the charts for the year, they knew the fuss would blow over.

Will there be war? Find out with Mundane Astrology. Here, in one volume, are three classic books on the
astrology of nations and states, by H. Green, Raphael, and C. Green organizes his book planet-by- planet. He
tells what each planet will do in the 12 houses. Raphael organizes the topic by house. He tells how mundane
houses work when planets are in them. In addition, both authors deal with solar and lunar eclipses, and
earthquakes. Green shows the effects of eclipses in the houses, while Raphael describes them by decanate
sections of the zodiac. Both mention the effects of comets, although little about these mysterious bodies is
known astrologically. Charles Carter, writing after WWII, discusses why astrologers failed to predict the war
and what that means for mundane astrology. His plea for better data has largely been met, but the need for
more study remains. All three authors give astrological rulerships for countries and cities. These are centuries
old and are weighted to England and Europe. These are the essential texts for serious study of mundane
astrology. About the Authors H. His various books are highly regarded all but this one out of print, sadly , but
biographical details are sketchy. Raphael was the pen-name of one Robert Cross, He wrote books on virtually
all astrological topics. His book on mundane astrology dates from Carter, , was one of the outstanding British
astrologers of the 20th century. He succeeded Alan Leo as head of the Astrological Lodge of the Theosophical
Society, a post he held from to In , astrologers in London knew there was a full-scale war on in China, they
knew the situation with Germany was tense, but they had studied the charts for the year, they knew the fuss
would blow over. And they were wrong. Carter set out to discover why, his book was the result.
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Find out with Mundane Astrology. Here, in one volume, are three classic books on the astrology of nations and states,
by H.S. Green, Raphael, and C.E.O. Carter: H.S. Green organizes his book planet-by- planet.

Uncategorized â€” Seren 8: I apologize to my readers for the delay: Those readers who are hoping for better
times in the near future are going to be disappointed: The administration in power in the US is indicated by the
planet ruling the tenth house cusp, and the head of state is indicated by the Sun. The semisquare is an aspect of
tension, a weak echo of the square; Obama, isolated as usual, is once again poised between two competing
forces, leaving him in a state of indecision and relative paralysis. One of those forces, in a fine bit of political
irony, is his own administration. A mostly random barrage of missiles launched at an enemy who lacks the
capacity to shoot backâ€”the most typical expression of US foreign policy these daysâ€”might well be
indicated by this position. The other side of the conflict is Venus in the ninth house, which has a twofold
significance here. Venus, however, also rules the cusp of the fourth house, which in mundane astrology
represents the other party in a two-party system. Again, whether or not their opposition will amount to
anything is hard to say from the chart. The position of the Sun in the eighth house also deserves discussion. A
position such as this in a mundane chart, rather, means that the authority of the head of state will suffer, or that
another important figure in the administration will be forced to step down. Far more troubling from the
perspective of the current administration is the condition of the people, represented in a mundane chart by the
ruler of the ascendant and the Moon. The ascendant of this ingress chart is in Aquarius, traditionally ruled by
Saturn, and the Moon is passing from an opposition with Saturn, through an opposition with Venus, to a
square with Mars. Other factors promise to further this bipartisan loss of legitimacy. The most important of
these is shown by the pattern of outer planets in the eleventh, first and second houses of the chart. Uranus is a
malefic, the ruler of all things unexpected and disruptive, and in the second house of a mundane chart its
normal meaning is economic crisis. Notice the relationships between Uranus and other planets. The square
with Pluto, conjunct the cusp of the house of institutions, suggests that recent changes in government policy
may well trigger the impending economic crisis; the trine with Mars hints that the point of the bellicose
rhetoric coming out of the administration just now may be intended to distract attention from the economy;
while the inconjunct with Saturn, who rules the twelfth house cusp, suggests that official actions taken to
forestall the crisis will fall frustratingly short of their goal. In the first house, the house of the national mood
and consciousness, this generally means the emergence of a new trend in the collective thinking of a nation,
one that may eventually take shape in an organized movement of some kind. Neptune is also in aspect with
Jupiter in an applying sesquiquadrate, another minor aspect of strain and tension. Widespread publicity given
to a more than usually egregious example of medical corruption or abuse may bring this dissatisfaction to a
headâ€”that would certainly be suggested, at least, by the square between Jupiter and Mercury in the eighth.
The upcoming spring ingress chart is something else again, and promises the arrival of a very troubled period
indeed.
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For undergraduate and graduate courses in multicultural psychology, race/ethnicity and psychology, and cultural
psychology. This research-based and highly applied text aims to increase students' sensitivity, awareness, and
knowledge regarding the role of ethnicity, race, and culture and how they influence human behavior and adjustment.

Very little is known as to the effect of the fixed stars in mundane astrology although there is no doubt that
their influence is of supreme importance in this branch of the subject. In matters concerning the fate of nations
and cities the movement of the planets is too rapid to cause radical changes. They do indeed effect the more
ephemeral happenings, but for slow, world-wide changes and epoch-making events it is necessary to take note
of influences that are correspondingly great, and we are driven to a consideration of the movement of stars as
being the only influence known to us that is capable of producing effects of the necessary magnitude.
Unfortunately circumstances are against any detailed examination of this nature owing to the imminence
periods of time involved, and therefore our knowledge is of the smallest, but nevertheless one or two facts are
on record and with an increased interest in astrology others will no doubt rapidly come to light. The growth of
religions appears to be in some way connected with the passage of the vernal equinox through the zodiac of
constellations. Thus its entry into the constellation Taurus is associated with the worship of Baal and the
golden calf, and its passage into Aries with the worship of the ram. Christianity arose when the vernal equinox
was nearing Pisces and it is significant that the symbol of a fish was that adopted by the followers of the new
religion. A greater amount of detail may be obtained from a study of the decanate through which the venial
equinox is passing. The approximate period during which it remains in one sign is years, and it therefore
requires about years to pass through a single decanate, which it does in a retrograde direction. Unfortunately
the exact position of the vernal equinox in the constellations is not known with any accuracy, but there seems
to be no doubt that the first point of Aries in the zodiac of signs coincided with that in the constellation zodiac
in about A. In addition to the influence of the moving equinox itself similar effects are brought about by the
same phenomenon of precession on the longitudes of the stars, which increase at the rate of a little over 50"
per annum. Pearce pointed out that the Roman Empire and the Papal power were greatly affected by the
passage of Regulus through the sign Leo by which Rome is ruled. This star entered Leo in B. When Regulus
left the term of Jupiter in the efforts of Luther were disturbing the power of the Popes, and when, in , its
influence began to be transferred to Virgo on account of its having passed the 29th degree of Leo, the French
troops left Rome and the temporal power of the Pope was overthrown. Another method of prognostication by
the use of the fixed stars consists in noting the effect of their passage over the Ascendant and luminaries in the
horoscopes for the building or foundation of towns, cities and institutions. In The Horoscope for May, ,
Commander Morrison Zadkiel I made some interesting observations on the effect of the fixed stars on
Liverpool, which are well worth quoting. He wrote as follows: Two years previously King Philip and Queen
Mary granted a charter to the town; in the first Common Council was held; in a vessel arrived with a cargo
valued at 1,; in King Charles I granted a charter to the town, which was made a body corporate and politic, etc.
Again, if 18 degrees 12 min. It will bring serious losses and injuries to the town and its trade for about a few
years before; but it is not a very powerful star. In , the North Scale reaches 18 deg. Some freak of nature brings
great improvement to the entrance of the port, and, altogether, Liverpool will flourish greatly about the early
part of the 20th century. The commerce of that port will dwindle away, and London become very unfortunate.
It will fall from its metropolitan rank, and become far below the town of Liverpool in consequence. We need a
method of more general utility. In the Middle Ages the Kabalists were in the habit of predicting the fate of
nations and cities by observing the fixed stars vertically overhead and attempting to form them into words in
accordance with a variant of Hebrew called the Celestial Alphabet, the words so formed indicating the fate of
the place. This, of course, is pure kabalism, if not psychism, but it is probable that the underlying idea of the
passage of a zenith point from one constellation to another may influence a locality. The position of a city
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upon the terrestrial globe may bear a definite relationship to a position on the celestial globe. It has been
suggested that the meridian of Greenwich corresponds to 9 degrees Gemini, having progressed to that point
from 0 degrees Aries during the time elapsed since the beginning of the Kali Yuga in B. If there is any truth in
this theory a point near the knee of Perseus and below the hoofs of Camelopardalis with longitude of 9 degrees
Gemini and declination 51 degrees North 32 minutes would be vertical to London. A study of such points in
relation to the history of nations might throw some light upon events. In addition to these general methods,
however, the fixed stars may be utilized in the ordinary mundane horoscopes for ingresses, new moons,
conjunctions and eclipses. Eclipses in particular are important and very frequently affect matters ruled by the
constellations in the longitude in which they fall, at the same time stimulating the influence of any star in
conjunction with them, and it may be remembered that the great war eclipse of 21st August, , fell almost
exactly upon Regulus. The easiest method of interpreting such positions is to consider the nature of the star
and also to expand its known influence in natal astrology to cover national events. Thus a star causing sickness
in a nativity may produce an epidemic, and one conducing to murder may evoke a series of such crimes, just
as Regulus in the case mentioned produced a national warlike feeling instead of an individual one. It has also
been said that fixed stars falling on the angles and indeed on any cusp in such maps stimulate the influence of
the house concerned in accordance with their natures, and probably the constellations situated on the angles or
in the houses are also worthy of consideration. Before leaving the subject of mundane astrology it is necessary
to add a few words on Novae or Temporary Stars. These are generally included by the old authors under the
same heading as comets, and the same significations are applied to both. Their effect appears to be exerted
through the constellation in which they appear, and also through the zodiacal sign and degree to which their
position corresponds. They are said to cause inordinate heat, pestilence. Those of the nature of Saturn cause
mortality and beheading; of Jupiter. The influence of such stars and comets also in the various zodiacal signs
is as follows: Evil to nobles, war, death of some king or of a great lady, drought, diseases affecting the head,
ailments among sheep, dethronement of a king and rise of common people. If in the eastern part of the heavens
when discovered it will operate sooner and cause wide-spread enmity; but if in the western it will be slower
causing trouble to kings, and rain, floods and snow in winter. Harm to cattle, great winds, destruction of fruit
and corn, death of some great man, and in winter cold, earthquake and pestilence. If in the east danger of war
and sickness, if in the west much rain. Wars, incest, immorality, death of young people, abortive births,
famine, storms and death of birds. If in the east, trouble to kings, and, if in the west, rain and floods.
Destruction of crops and fruit by caterpillars and worms, war, death of some great person, rape, robbery,
famine and pestilence. If in the east, scarcity of food towards the latter end of the year. If in the west, benefits
to the public from their rulers. Destruction by wild beasts and vermin, trouble to the nobility, war towards the
end of the year, especially in the east, and ailments affecting the eyes. If in the east, storms and drought; if in
the west, sickness and danger of madness to dogs. Downfall of kings, trouble to merchants, fevers, abortive
births. If in the east, war; if in the west, poor crops. Robberies, poverty, death of great people, plots and
treachery, high winds, drought, earthquakes, scarcity of food. If in the east, trouble to countries under Libra
and dearness of horses and mules; if in the west, the contrary, but trouble with servants. War, rebellion, death
of some great man, drought, scarcity of crops, danger in childbirth. If in the east, drought and trouble through
beasts if in the west, locusts. Trouble to nobility and lawyers, danger of war. If in the east, death of kings,
robbery and scarcity of food. If in the west, abortive births. War, immorality, poisoning, death of kings,
religious persecution, hail, snow, cold winter, famine and pestilence. If in the east, overthrow of governments,
snow, much rain, damage to crops; if in the west, abundance of grass and water. War, death of an eminent
eastern man or woman, epidemics, pestilence, storms. If in the east, abundance of grass; if in the west, rumors
of war. War amongst kindred, religious disputes, civil war, destruction of fishes and danger at sea. If in the
east, universal enmity; if in the west, anxieties and deaths amongst men in the western or north-western
countries, continuing for three years; floods and death of birds and fishes. In general the effects begin to
appear at a much earlier date if the star is first seen in the east than they do when it appears in the west. Those
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places in which they are visible and those ruled by the sign in which they appear will feel the chief effect,
which is most manifest when the Sun or a planet transits the place of their first appearance or the Sun comes to
the conjunction of the planet whose nature they resemble. It is, I think, clear from the foregoing remarks that
we have as yet touched only the fringe of the nature of stellar influence in mundane astrology, and until more
is learnt our mundane predictions will remain in much the same incomplete and inadequate state as they are at
present. In , when the U. For those who prefer the Gemini rising chart there are a number of valid charts for
4th July , Sirius would have conjuncted that Sun at 12CAN44 during the First World War, , approx. The
constellation Argo rules shipping, trade and long journeys. Many immigrants, in those times, made long
voyages to reach the shores of America. Also this was an explosively wealthy, expansionist era for U.
Industrialization increased and because of the construction of the railways there was much movement in the U.
S, especially from the East Coast to the West Coast. Serbia July 13 , 2. The noon point of that map like
Greenwich is the Great Pyramid of Giza. Thousands of years ago, Egypt was known as the Land of Khem.
The Khema were a group of seven major stars in the constellation of Taurus , known today as the Pleiades 29
Taurus. If the map is placed with the Khema over the Land of Khem Egypt - specifically, directly over the
apex of the Great Pyramid - then Taurus falls over the Taurus Mountains of southern Turkey. Aquila the Eagle
spans the United States. The analogies are obvious, and quite impressive. Cheiro noted that, on June 8th, , a
bright supernova appeared in the constellation of Aquila the Eagle, which signifies the United States. As
reported at the time: What is even more remarkable is that June 8th saw the only solar eclipse in the year , and
this eclipse was conjunct Jupiter, the planet of rulers, and squared by Mars, the planet of war. World War I at
the time and the subsequent turning point in that war. American involvement in the European war in was the
first time the U. Took on the role of a world power. From that time on, marked the rise of the United States to
the ruling world power. This historical turning point for America was reflected in the sky according to the law:
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Buy the Paperback Book Mundane Astrology by H. S. Green at www.enganchecubano.com, Canada's largest
bookstore. + Get Free Shipping on Religion and Spirituality books over $25!

September 16, Author: JyotishSurfer 0 Comments Will there be peace? Will there be war? Find out with
Mundane Astrology. Here, in one volume, are three classic books on the astrology of nations and states, by H.
Green, Raphael, and C. Green organizes his book planet-by- planet. He tells what each planet will do in the 12
houses. Raphael organizes the topic by house. He tells how mundane houses work when planets are in them.
In addition, both authors deal with solar and lunar eclipses, and earthquakes. Green shows the effects of
eclipses in the houses, while Raphael describes them by decanate sections of the zodiac. Both mention the
effects of comets, although little about these mysterious bodies is known astrologically. Charles Carter,
writing after WWII, discusses why astrologers failed to predict the war and what that means for mundane
astrology. His plea for better data has largely been met, but the need for more study remains. All three authors
give astrological rulerships for countries and cities. These are centuries old and are weighted to England and
Europe. These are the essential texts for serious study of mundane astrology. About the Authors H. His
various books are highly regarded all but this one out of print, sadly , but biographical details are sketchy.
Raphael was the pen-name of one Robert Cross, He wrote books on virtually all astrological topics. His book
on mundane astrology dates from Carter, , was one of the outstanding British astrologers of the 20th century.
He succeeded Alan Leo as head of the Astrological Lodge of the Theosophical Society, a post he held from to
In , astrologers in London knew there was a full-scale war on in China, they knew the situation with Germany
was tense, but they had studied the charts for the year, they knew the fuss would blow over. And they were
wrong. Carter set out to discover why, his book was the result.
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Mundane Astrology: The Astrology of Nations and States (English, Paperback, Raphael Charles E O Carter H S Green)
Share Mundane Astrology: The Astrology of Nations and States (English, Paperback, Raphael Charles E O Carter H S
Green).

The Laws of Mundane Astrology Some Principles of Mundane Astrology In studying the laws of astrology
certain self-evident principles of mundane astrology need to be applied. If these precepts in mundane astrology
are not applied, what results is a mishmash of gobbledygook. In this section, I explain and apply these laws.
Hopefully, they will assist the astro-historian in diagnosis and practice. Simply stated, the timing of an event is
not enough; it must be also applied to a chart of an earlier event. It is not enough to say that at the Boston
Massacre there was a Saturn Uranus exact inconjunct, though one occurred; or that there was an almost exact
Uranus square Pluto, though there was. The question is how this event applies to a chart. If we examine the
chart of the USA, the Sibly chart, we find there was a major aspect occurring: Pluto by transit was opposing
the Sun of the natal USA chart. Stationary outer planets exert vast influence. Pluto rules terrorism, bombs,
gangs, conspiracies. And the whole drama was broadcast on media to the entire planet. Referencing the
American chart, this was a plutonian event. A number of us have been watching the approach of Pluto to the
opposition of the natal US Sun. Pluto came up to the Sun touched it by opposition and now is moving away.
What can astrology do here? How does influence work? What the mundane astrologer, the astro historian can
do is to analyze the charts of other nations that have had this opposition, or a similar Plutonian aspect, review
how that was dealt with, observe what the players did, and how they met their challenges. If we examine, for
example, the conjunctions and oppositions of nationsâ€” Britain in , and England in , or the Soviet Union in or
the USA in â€”we can get more of a feel as to how this influence works. United Kingdom Coronation of
William. One of the disasters of this war was Gallipoli, an attempt by the British to take Turkey, and then by
uniting with Russia, to launch another attack at Germany in its rear. It was hoped that this thrust would obviate
the need for trench warfare that was stalemating the war in Europe. The attempt failed for a number of
reasons. The naval commanders of the fleet that sailed to Turkey were timid; they were afraid to lose their
ships. In peacetime, if you lost your ship, you lost your command and position. The admirals were fearful of
losing their ships. And the generals were no better. Ian Hamilton, the general who commanded at Gallipoli,
was slow, stolid, and mediocre. Gallipoli required speed, daring and a willingness to take deadly risk: None of
these requirements were met. What the generals and admirals gave the United Kingdom was more trench
warfare. When they appeared off the Turkish coast, they waited and waited and waited, then finally landed.
The Turks had had plenty of time to entrench, build defensive lines, etc. Gallipoli was a failure of leadership.
On July 1, when the Battle of the Somme commenced, Pluto was less than a degree of exact moving into the
opposition of the British Sun. The Battle of the Somme saw the death of one million soldiers, and it was
inconclusiveâ€”five and a half months, a million dead. Pluto was moving very slowly these years, which
means it was exerting an even greater influence. Asquith, the Prime Minister, was forced out of office. He was
replaced by Lloyd George, a remarkable prime minister who came up with remarkable solutions in a very
dangerous times. In peacetime, Asquith would have survived; in this Plutonian war, he was chewed up and
thrown onto the ash heap of history. England Charles II of England. Under the protective shield of Eris exactly
conjunct his natal Sun in his early adult years, he wandered about the landscape of hard revolution, carried the
command of armies at a very early age, had to suffer the beheading of his father, experienced the death of
friends, was shocked by the sudden betrayals of others, plus he carried the burden of all the poverty and lack
and humiliations foisted on him in foreign courts. His years of exile and danger in Europe had toughened him
to be the willow that could bend to the ground in the hurricane. He had been broken and crushed many times,
and had returned each time stronger, and cleverer and wiser. This was meant to create more religious
toleration for Protestants and Catholics. Later, the king was forced to repeal his Declaration when Parliament
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passed the first Test Act of And so did the ideas of religious toleration. Three weeks after Pluto opposed the
English Sun exactly 13 May , he declared the third Anglo-Dutch war , a war primarily about who got to keep
what in trading routes and colonies. Mostly this was a naval war, and while it was inconclusive as Plutonian
wars often can be, the Dutch came off a little better tactically, while the English won strategically. America
was becoming British America. A relatively quiet time. Harding, the President of the United States, died. He
was succeeded by Calvin Coolidge. Historically, this was a quiet time. Prohibition was in effect, and no one
paid much attention to it. It was one of the first attempts in America of the politicians and bureaucrats to
impose social engineering on the people. And the people shrugged it off, as they mostly do with social
engineering. It was the Roaring Twenties, a time of great prosperity and fun in America. It was the era of
George Gershwin, new fraternities and sororities, new styles, prosperity, hard work and play. He would run
contests among bureaucracies awarding medals and certificates of appreciation to those managers who cut the
most fat out of their budgets. He understood economics as well as any president ever has and in this area of
expertise was probably the equal of Alexander Hamilton. Pluto is a ruler of economics and wealth. Under his
watch the nation became extremely wealthy. When he ran for president on Nov. For more, read Coolidge by
Amity Shlaes. Communism was the first secular religion to rule a large nation state. The philosophy of this
religion grew out of the ideas germinating in the 19th Century German university system. The experiment
lasted for around 73 years see chart for Founding of Soviet Union. Communism turned out to be a structure of
vast dysfunctional bureaucracies that provided minimal goods and services to the population; these
bureaucracies benefited mostly those who ran them. Everyone else except these elites was poor; alcoholism
was epidemic; bribery and nepotism replaced the rule of law; no one believed in the state religion anymore.
The society was corrupt. A favorite joke in the Soviet Union in that era was: The last desperate attempt to
preserve the old corrupt ways occurred on Aug 20, , called the August Coup. The coup lasted a few days,
people fought back, and it collapsed. The Soviet Union formally dissolved, ironically, on Christmas day, Dec.
The entire dissolution of the Soviet Union can be measured by the slow transit of Pluto backwards and
forwards over the Sun of this chart from through This was not a quiet Plutonian era. Yet it was a relatively
peaceful dissolution; it could have been very violent. Conclusions In this inquiry I have employed both the
conjunction and the opposition of Pluto. What conclusions can we draw when we study the influence of Pluto
transits on nations and on the players in history? Pluto can be very quiet or very noisy. Each historical
situation it applies its influence to is unique. Yet the influence of the planet is inexorable and must be dealt
with. From his early adolescence, Charles the Second of England wandered the dark corridors of Plutonian
power. By the time Pluto opposed the English natal Sun, he was able to handle a Dutch war, easily, a
recalcitrant Parliament, easily. By this time it was all second nature to him. His brother James, who succeeded
him, never learned to handle Plutonian power and thereby lost a kingdom. The leadership at the beginning of
the First World Warâ€”H. Asquith, the prime minister, many in his cabinet, the generals, the admiralsâ€”was
totally unprepared for the devastation of total Plutonian war. Leadership changed and became effective when
Lloyd George came to power. Still, an inconclusive ending occurred, and the war would have to be fought all
over again, the second time with far more effective leadership. The transit of Pluto over the US natal Sun was
relatively quiet. At its very beginning a president died in office. He was succeeded peacefully with no turmoil
by President Coolidge, an economic thinker who was economically illumined, and who would make the
executive branch he led lean and efficient. The transit of Pluto over the natal Sun of the Soviet Union, well, it
destroyed it. Yet it was a peaceful dissolution. The Plutonian influence was there at each situation in history.
Yet, as each situation was different, each outcome manifested in different events. The slower a planet moves
in its orbit around the sun, the more powerful its effect on the affairs of the world.
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Mundane Astrology: The Astrology of Nations and States has 1 available editions to buy at Alibris.

Middle English nacioun, from Middle French nation-, natio birth, race, nation, from natus, pp. Not
surprisinglyâ€”given our previous research into the lives of those who embodied a grave, overburdening sense
of responsibility toward the social collective and whose least-aspected planet was Saturnâ€”least-aspected
Saturn is found in a high number of cases here. While Jupiter rules collective soul as manifest through culture,
Saturn rules collective spirit as manifest through the upholding of law, governmental structures, and the
codification of fixed rules, regulations, and restrictions especially those within governmental institutions.
Therefore, in the context of astrological tradition, the significance Saturn hereâ€”at the natus of the
nationâ€”makes great symbolic sense. In this context, it is significant that so many American presidents were
born with Saturn as a key Transcendental: According to my research, 9 out of 43 U. For the chart, we have
Tertiary Saturn, and for the Bundesrepublik we again find Tertiary Saturn. For the relatively short-lived and
unsuccessful German horoscope, we have the reverse: Leading or most aspected Saturn with Secondary
Leader Jupiter. This reflects a central notion of my initial hypothesis: Indeed, Leading Planets represent how
and under what terms nemesis will approach. In the horoscope of the more recent and more stable Federal
Republic of Germany , Saturn is the Tertiary Transcendental with an aspect rating of only In the chart of
Israel, a state which has always suffered from economic inflation of its personal finance Secondary Leader,
Jupiter , we see a succinct Transcendental portrait of the entire recent history of that nation: In the horoscope
for the birth of the European Union, we have a Jupiter-Saturn Transcendental pairing. This is fitting, as the E.
For the horoscope of the formal existence of the E. The fact that some of these horoscopes have been studied
at such great length and over such extended periods is the basis for this inclusion. It is through that approach
that we have the most to learn, especially in the careful exploration of new theories, such as the effect of
underaspected planets and the symbolism that such planets represent. In certain cases, a series of historic
events will make it difficult to ascertain when a nation becomes a nation, i. Nations evolve through time, and
through space, as well travel, war, immigration etc. Other sources are cited below. In the occasional cases
when this occurred, I have presented only my own results. For information on aspect orbs, see my appendix A.
The three-digit numerals indicating planetary strength are based on major aspects first numeral ; minor aspects
second numeral ; and aspects to Ascendant and Midheaven third numeral. The Node is calculated separately.
The G7 Nations and least-aspected Saturn: The Birmingham Summit saw full Russian participation, giving
birth to the G8.
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Knowing your personal planetary action zones helps you to make life choices whether you are relocating,
vacationing, seeking spiritual retreat, or doing business in other localities. The maps require fairly accurate
birth time, within 15 minutes is best. Be sure to ask for the complete detail of the birth rather than just the
certificate because the certificate does not always contain the birth time. The maps have vertical lines which
are the major power lines and have an effective range of miles east or west of the line. For example, it may
occur that the same major power line s runs through both Portland, Oregon and San Francisco. The difference
between these places would be seen in the different paran lines. Of course, you must take into consideration
that San Francisco and Portland are very different in appearance, climate, and other exteranl factors. You can
provide up to three locations that you would like even more detail on although there is plenty of detail to begin
with. Just keep in mind that there will not be much difference in places that are close together, like
Washington DC and Baltimore. Some people expect to find the one place on the planet that will give them
everything. Of course, the only place that occurs is by travelling within. In terms of physical location, some
power lines are better for career, others for relationships, and so forth. Each person needs their own
consultation. Power line maps are personal. Some couples match up to the same location, others do not. The
map shows power lines for the two of you operating as ONE. Accurate birth time is critical for this map. Mark
Dodich has been an astrologer and intuitive consultant since He has published well over a hundred articles,
has been interviewed in international media, and is a Certified Astrological Professional CAP through the
International Society of Astrological Research. Mark has served on the board of directors as President of the
Oregon Astrological Association, board member of the Church of Alice Spiritualist Church, and other
organizations through his life. Mark started his interest in metaphysics while attending Kent State University
in his home state of Ohio. He then traveled the country for many years combining his work as in industrial
sales with a personal spiritual quest. Check out the esoteric page of the www. Astrology is similar to the
medical profession in that there are specialties within the larger field. A heart surgeon and a neurosurgeon are
both medical doctors, but in different areas of specialization. Mundane astrology is a broadly defined topic
that includes relocation, or locational, astrology. Mundane astrology deals with the astrological energy of
countries, companies, world leaders, and world events like the tsunami in SE Asia or the meaning of the next
Mercury retrograde cycle for the greater collective of humanity. This is the broadly defined topic within
mundane astrology that studies personal power zones for individuals and companies on planet earth. It is a
packaged service that includes ACG lines, moving lines called transits and progressions, Local Space, and
more. The idea is that your natal chart is projected out onto the earth in known action zones of the chart. If you
were born in New York and now live in San Francisco, your natal chart can be re-cast, or relocated, to pretend
you were born in your new home. This does not replace your natal chart. It simply adds a differently flavored
influence to your life experience. If you put on rose-colored glasses, it would not change what you see. What
you see would simply be shaded differently. Generally speaking, you almost need to change time zones to
change your chart to any significant degree. This is the locational astrology of movement. There are a couple
different ways to draw it. You use this map to pick a restaurant, locate personal services like a health club or
tax advisor, or even to bop around Europe. The idea is that when you travel on lines that represent the energy
you are creating, you are increasing the natural flow of energy that supports what you are doing. For a picture
of Local Space, go to www. Location Transits and Progressions: Of secondary influence are these moving
lines that show you temporary energy in a location. If you had to choose between a trip to Denver or a trip to
New York, you could look at your transiting and progressing lines to see which energy supports what you
wish to accomplish when you go there. A Venus line might be best for romance or artistic ventures, whereas a
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Mars line would be better for running a marathon. A transit map is generally good for a month, longer for
outer planets like Neptune and shorter for quick planets like the moon. They are good for life, and considered
to be strong miles from the line. They are moderate to weak from miles away. These are horizontal lines of
latitude that represent subtle blending energies of two planets or asteroids. So, if you are looking for a good
place for relationship and have a major relationship Power Line in Moscow but no desire to live in Russia, you
could find subtle paran lines that support relationships in a country that you would like to live in. Fixed Star
Location Astrology: The ancients were more focused on the stars in astrology than the planets. There is a full
explanation of this on the Fixed Star page at www. The stars help you go beyond your smaller issues of love,
money, or that new car. They help you go beyond our local solar system to see the bigger picture in life.
Dodich mark astromark. I want it all- romance, money, spiritual service, real chocolate with no calories, etc.
Obviously, the answer is that you must go within to find that perfect place. Moving to different locations can
give you a fresh perspective on life, it can help you get free of preconceived notions that others may have
about you, and it can help you emphasize specific areas of your chart. However, you take your life lessons
with you wherever you go. It is also important to be careful of making sweeping statements about particular
power lines. While a Venus line may help you with your love and money, you must still work through any
limiting beliefs about love and money. Going to a Venus line can amplify your need to work through those
issues, but it will help you. Life is about spiritual growth and opening to the God within our Being. Picking the
right location can help you open to certain aspects of your Divine Nature. There are a variety of books on the
topic of Relocation Astrology including:
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8: Mundane use of the fixed stars
My guide(s) to learning this material is a single book from the Astrology Classics Reference Series, a book titled
Mundane Astrology: The Astrology of Nations and States containing three smaller volumes in one set of covers by H.S.
Green, Raphael, and C.E.O. Carter.

Sunday, January 8, Significations of Houses in Mundane Astrology Mundane Astrology deals with the
planetary influences through signs and planetary periods in the charts of nations, cities, organizations,
corporations, business organizations, etc. The influences are seen particularly which are either close to the
most effective points of the various houses or through those houses, which contain mooltrikona signs of
various planets. First house is very important house in every mundane map as it represent the general
conditions of the country as a whole, people and their general outlook, state of law and order, public health,
government, reputation, valor and its position in the world, the masses, the outlook of the nation, its attitude as
a unit, the strength and vitality of the country as a whole, national traits and habits and their behavior at the
time of emergency or national disasters. This house represents those being governed, the nation or group as a
whole. The sign on the cusp and planets within represent outlook, image and characteristics. The First House
concerns include domestic and interior affairs, general conditions, general character of the people, state of
home affairs, the health public health - Benefics here give good health and malefic cause disease. First house
shows all national domestic considerations and national objectives. Planets in the first House are important,
adding to the interpretations based on the sign on the cusp. Tragic events take place in the country when
malefics aspect the Ascendant, things are unsettled. If benefic planets are there it means people will be happy
and things will improve. First House represents Ministry Of Home- The common people, public health,
general conditions of the country, and state of home affairs generally. Signifies the masses, or general state of
that locality of kingdom where the figure is erected. It also rules the purchasing power of the people, financial
stability, national income, strength of currency, budget and balance of trade. It Corresponds to the economy,
national wealth and prosperity, liquid assets, national expenditure, revenues and ability to make profits.
Second house shows revenue of the state, sources of revenue, economy of the country, national securities,
investment in stocks and bonds, national debt. This house represents banks and financial institutions, money
markets, investments, stocks, bonds and shares. It represents the currency and its circulation, liquid assets,
consumer spending, commerce and all activities connected with money. General gain or loss. Interest, interest
rates, fluctuation in exchange and securities, speculations in stock markets. Saturn here if afflicted draws
heavily on national resources due to emergencies. Aristocracies in the state. Museums and galleries fall here.
Resources of country including armaments. Signifies national wealth, banking activities and matters which
concern revenue in general. It governs the authors, philosophers, philosophical thought, literature and literary
persons, education and infra-structural facilities in the country besides governing democracy and peace talks.
Third house governs traffic and travel, railways, airplanes, automobiles. We can say it corresponds to all forms
and methods of transportation and communications. It rules roadways, bridges, railways, automobiles and
buses, traffic, transit and public travel facilities by land, sea or air. It rules all communication departments
having to do with news or information conveyance such as newspapers, periodicals, magazines, radio,
television, mail, the Post Office, telephones, Internet. It rules advertising, the media, literature, schools, Board
of Education, speech and language. This house also represents relations with neighboring countries, border
clashes, contacts with neighbours and has to do with local losses sustained by accidents or storms. Armed
forces, army chief according to prashna marg. Mental attitude of people, public opinion, written agreements,
loss of land, accidents , press, signing papers. Trade within the country 3rd house signifies Ministry of
Communications- Railways and matters to do with them, traffic returns. All land related products â€” industry,
crops, real estate, landed interest. It Corresponds to the living conditions of the population, housing, real
estate, farming and agriculture, crops and produce. This house represents the Homeland, the Flag, and
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patriotism the Throne of the king. It has to do with the interests of the people. It rules mining, mines, minerals,
coal pits, quarries. It reflects upon the land and weather conditions; earthquakes, volcanic eruptions,
landslides, forest fires, floods, mining disasters, holocausts of war. It rules the opposition party in government,
or the party out of power. A planet near the cusp affects the weather according to its nature and if a malefic,
may negatively impact the government. In western Astrology fourth house is considered cabinet Mantri
Mandala as a whole But in vedic astrology cabinet is represented by first house. Determines the termination or
end of anything. It Corresponds to children, birth rate and their interests, amusement parks, movies, the
theater, arts, places of entertainment, sports and leisure, all forms of national enjoyments and pleasures. It
rules gambling, lotteries, games of chance, speculative interests and is linked to the economy through
speculation in the Stock Market. This house represents enjoyment, fun, social functions, high society, and
public happiness or sorrow. It rules the birth rate, as well as the public school system with the 3rd. All sort of
educational facilities and fine arts, artistic profile of the nation. Public speculation, morals and immorality,
crime related to immorality. High society and functions, It shows danger to the ruler as it is 8th from 10th It
rules ambassadors government representatives and diplomats from foreign countries. Corresponds to the
laboring classes and volunteers who work for pay such as those who enlist in the Army, Navy, Police and
Civil Services. It rules employment, unemployment and wage conditions. It rules labor unions, labor
organizations, all branches of the Military and issues of national defense. It rules organizations that serve in
times of crisis such as the Red Cross and Salvation Army. This house also represents public health, medical
services and health workers; nursing, dentistry, practitioners and healers. Through its connection with health,
this house rules food and drink. It rules the places where records are kept, librarians, book keepers and
computers. Mar Venus gives venereal disease. It signifies lower classes, unrest, strikes, politician incite lower
classes against government. It signifies debt and loans. Steel and iron industry suffer Old people suffer, high
death rate 6th house: Ministry of Defense-Sickness, public health, Army and Navy, Warships; Working
classes generally, industries and sanitation. It also has to do with national disputes and anything that interferes
with or contributes to public harmony. It rules dealings with others, business relationships, mergers and
agreements. This house represents public attitude toward marriage and divorce and the marriage and divorce
rates. War and international disputes. Marriages, divorces, foreign trade. Corresponds to mortality rates, death
duties like funerals, morgue, coroner, the kinds of people who die and vital statistics. It rules foreign stocks
and bonds, the Stock Market, taxes, the national debt, interest rates, inheritance and capital gains taxes. It rules
insurance companies, settlement of damage claims, pensions and Social Security benefits paid out. This house
represents public income and earning power from investments and frozen assets, scientific organizations,
legacies, hidden things and discoveries. This house also represents financial relations with other nations, debts
from foreign countries, financial status of competitors and of enemies in time of war. It signifies death of
national rulers, presidents, prime minister, kings dictators. This shows damage to the people through famines
and epidemics. It rules end of government, destruction of state. Also shows pensions, hidden things and new
discoveries. Corresponds to long distance travel whether for passengers or commerce; air travel, shipping, sea
traffic, foreign imports and exports, foreign lands, high seas, and weather conditions around the coasts. It rules
foreigners, exchange students, immigration and long distance communication. It rules ecclesiastical and legal
professions, religious affairs and religion, the church, justice, lawyers and law courts. It reflects the attitude of
the press toward the public. Ninth house signifies United Nations, World organisations, ministry of foreign
affairs, diplomatic, relation with foreign countries, treatise with foreign nations, foreign trade, commerce,
shipping, navy, naval affairs. Sea voyage, long travels, immigration, Institutions of higher education, scientific
societies, It signifies publishing industry â€” advertising and public relations. Religion, mosque, temples,
churches, religious books like veda, puranas, Bible, Quran. In war charts ninth house shows countries effort to
blockade enemy shores. It shows commercial powers, long distance communication, cable, wire radio TV.
Motor transport, airlines, travel agent. Ministry Of Law-Law courts, judges, clergy, religion, colonial trade and
affairs, commercial powers, sciences, shipping, and matters to do therewith. Corresponds to the president or
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prime minister, the chief executive, the government and the person representing the government as its head. It
rules the party in power. This house also represents famous or eminent persons. The most favorable planets in
this house are the Sun or Jupiter. It shows top authority in the state, parliament according to Hindu astrology.
It signifies National aims and gains, it also signifies disgrace and death to ruler. In war charts transit of Jupiter
and Saturn are important. Saturn gives defeat and Jupiter signifies victory. Aristocracy, Nobility and Society,
Upper classes, or those in power and authority as did the sixth house, the masses and those who serve.
Corresponds to the friends and allies of the nation and the legislative branches of government. This house
rules the institutions of government such as the legislature, Senate, House of Representatives, as well as local
governments.
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9: PDF Download Mundane Astrology Free
Mundane astrology is the study of how the changing positions of the Sun, Moon and planets impact on world events.
This is best done using the horoscopes of nations. Many mundane astrologers still persist with using ingress or lunation
charts set for capital cities, or focus on the horoscopes of world leaders.

Get This Book Will there be peace? Will there be war? Find out with Mundane Astrology. Here, in one
volume, are three classic books on the astrology of nations and states, by H. Green, Raphael, and C. Green
organizes his book planet-by- planet. He tells what each planet will do in the 12 houses. Raphael organizes the
topic by house. He tells how mundane houses work when planets are in them. In addition, both authors deal
with solar and lunar eclipses, and earthquakes. Green shows the effects of eclipses in the houses, while
Raphael describes them by decanate sections of the zodiac. Both mention the effects of comets, although little
about these mysterious bodies is known astrologically. Charles Carter, writing after WWII, discusses why
astrologers failed to predict the war and what that means for mundane astrology. His plea for better data has
largely been met, but the need for more study remains. All three authors give astrological rulerships for
countries and cities. These are centuries old and are weighted to England and Europe. These are the essential
texts for serious study of mundane astrology. About the Authors H. His various books are highly regarded all
but this one out of print, sadly , but biographical details are sketchy. Raphael was the pen-name of one Robert
Cross, He wrote books on virtually all astrological topics. His book on mundane astrology dates from Carter,
, was one of the outstanding British astrologers of the 20th century. He succeeded Alan Leo as head of the
Astrological Lodge of the Theosophical Society, a post he held from to In , astrologers in London knew there
was a full-scale war on in China, they knew the situation with Germany was tense, but they had studied the
charts for the year, they knew the fuss would blow over. And they were wrong. Carter set out to discover why,
his book was the result.
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